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In March 2003, Xiamen International Airport Group to bid on the debt 
restructuring in Fuzhou airport, the introduction of modern enterprise system, in the 
management structure, operational mechanisms for Fuzhou airport radical reform, so 
Fuzhou airport business from the traditional system of state-owned enterprises 
transition to the modern enterprise. 6 years after the reform and restructuring, 
Fuzhou airport in the capital structure, financial position, profitability, etc. have 
been significantly improved and made considerable  
progress, There are not only  still faced with the  enormous pressure such as 
the international financial crisis, the domestic industry to adjust policies, 
neighboring airports and high-speed railway and highway increasingly competitive 
external environment,  but also faced with the  urgent  create internal 
problems,such as the need to improve the modern enterprise system, the airport's 
aviation product advantages to be formed, the airport non-aviation business core 
competencies. In this paper, after study  of the operating loss for the Fuzhou airport 
to conduct in-depth analysis of the reasons, based on the combination of Fuzhou 
Airport facing various internal and external challenges, the use of strategic 
management theory of knowledge, competitive strategy on the Fuzhou airport and 
corporate development strategy is more in depth analysis, research and explore . 
Study concluded that the implementation of Fuzhou Airport to choose low-cost 
competitive strategy is necessary ,and also is realistic. Fuzhou airport development 
strategy for the company identified as "Doing fine main industry（airline business）, 
and secondary industry（non-airline business）being bigger" is also relatively 
reasonable. Strategic objective of Fuzhou Airport is become the most economical 
and have a stronger competitive airport. Fuzhou airport strategy "Doing fine airline 
business and non-airline business being bigger” is a phased strategy to be followed 
two basic principles: First, resource-based, and the other is industry related projects.  
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